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1 S

2 SEISMIC TOMOGRAPHY

3 Guust Nolet
4 Geosciences Azur, Sophia Antipolis, France

5 Definition
6 The term tomography derives from the Greek tοmοB, or
7 slice. “Seismic tomography” is used for a variety of
8 methods that use transmitted seismic waves to estimate
9 the spatial variations in properties (wave velocity, density,
10 attenuation) inside the Earth, which are often represented
11 as images of two-dimensional cross-sections or “slices.”
12 It is conceptually different from seismic migration, which
13 uses reflected waves to image sharp discontinuities.

14 History
15 In 1971, P. Bois at the Institut Français de Pétrole was the
16 first to suggest the tomographic method in order to locate
17 the causes of delays in seismic waves between two bore-
18 holes. His paper predates many future developments but
19 was written in French and remained largely unnoticed. In
20 the mid-1970s, Keiti Aki fromMIT applied a linear inver-
21 sion to locate velocity heterogeneities beneath large
22 nuclear monitoring arrays in Norway and Montana, and
23 Harvard’s Adam Dziewonski began interpreting the time
24 residuals published by the International Seismological
25 Center (ISC) in the UK in terms of global velocity
26 anomalies.
27 In 1982, Guy Masters and his colleagues at the Scripps
28 Institution of Oceanography discovered a strong degree-2
29 component in the geographical distribution of the slight
30 shifts in the spectral peaks of the Earth’s normal modes.
31 Since then, the Earth’s free oscillations have contributed
32 to constrain the heterogeneity in the Earth at the longest
33 wavelengths and as deep as the inner core. By 1984 John
34 Woodhouse and Adam Dziewonski at Harvard published

35a first global model for shear velocity in the upper mantle
36based on long-period surface waves.
37However, to image smaller scale anomalies, the shorter
38wavelengths of P and S-waves are indispensable. In par-
39ticular, Steve Grand at the University of Texas, Rob van
40der Hilst and Wim Spakman at Utrecht University and
41Yoshio Fukao and colleagues at the University of Tokyo
42pioneered high-resolution body-wave tomography using
43iterative solvers for the huge systems of linearized equa-
44tions and established in the early 1990s that some, but
45not all, subducting slabs are able to sink well into the
46depths of the lower mantle.
47Thermal plumes in the lower mantle were for the first
48time reliably imaged in 2003 by Raffaella Montelli, using
49a new technique of finite-frequency tomography devel-
50oped by Tony Dahlen and Guust Nolet and their collabora-
51tors at Princeton University.
52For references and a detailed account of the history of
53seismic tomography see the reviews by Romanowicz
54(2003) and Rawlinson et al. (2010). Nolet (2008) provides
55a general introduction into the methods of seismic tomog-
56raphy, including the theoretical aspects that are here
57discussed only briefly.

58Onset times
59Much of seismic tomography is based on estimating the
60arrival time of a seismic body wave by picking the “onset”
61of a phase on the seismogram, and interpreting the travel
62time T using the infinite-frequency approximation of ray
63theory:

T ¼
Z
raypath

sðrÞds (1)

64where the raypath is determined by Snell’s law and where
65s is the inverse velocity n�1 of the wave at the location r.
66The raypaths may be located between two boreholes,
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67 e.g., to monitor the exploitation of an oil or gas field,
68 between several explosive sources and an array of seismo-
69 graphs at the surface (Deep Seismic Sounding), between
70 a seismogenic zone and a local array of seismographs, or
71 between an earthquake and the global network of seismic
72 stations.
73 The raypath is often approximated by the path calcu-
74 lated for a spherically symmetric Earth or a horizontally
75 layered background model. Examples of global raypaths
76 are given in Figure 1. This approximation is permitted
77 because ray trajectories render the travel time stationary,
78 such that small deviations in the true ray path location only
79 cause second order errors in the travel time calculated with
80 Equation 1, a property of rays known by the name of
81 Fermat’s Principle. In practice, one usually prefers to
82 invert for the difference between the true Earth and
83 a starting- or background model: dsðrÞ ¼ sðrÞ � s0ðrÞ,
84 and use the difference between observed time T and its
85 prediction T0 from the background model as datum:
86 dT ¼ T � T0:

dT ¼
Z
raypath

dsðrÞds (2)

87 For strongly heterogeneous regions such as subduction
88 zones, one may need to use three-dimensional ray tracing
89 and an iterative approach using (Equation 2).

90 Model parameterization and inversion
91 The model dsðrÞ can be described by a finite number of
92 parameters if it is developed in terms of a basis ofM inter-
93 polating or “basis” functions hkðrÞ:

dsðrÞ ¼
XM
k¼1

mkhkðrÞ (3)

94 The basis functions may be represented by homoge-
95 neous cells, linear interpolators in a tetrahedral or other
96 mesh, spherical harmonics, or 3D wavelets. Substitution
97 of Equation 3 in Equation 2 gives a formal system
98 of linearized equations for N estimated travel times
99 dTi; i ¼ 1; :::N , arranged in a vector dT :

dT ¼ Am (4)

100 where Aik ¼
R
raypathi

hkðrÞds. Since many raypaths
101 may overlap, the system (Equation 4) is usually overdeter-
102 mined and needs to be solved by a least squares solver that
103 minimizes w2, the length of the misfit vector weighted by
104 the data standard error ei:

w2ðmÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

PM
k¼1 Aikmk � dTi

ei

 !2

(5)

105 Mathematically, this is accomplished by first dividing
106 the system (Equation 4) by the standard error of the data

107(i.e., multiplying by the inverse square root of the
108covariance matrix C which is generally assumed to be
109diagonal), and backprojecting the system using the
110transpose AT of A:

ATC�1
2Am ¼ ATC�1

2dT (6)

111One often scales the equations a priori such that the data
112have unit error ei ¼ 1 and C ¼ I , which has the same
113effect. In the following we therefore ignore C.
114Usually, Equation 6 is at the same time overdetermined
115for some parameters and underdetermined for others (the
116determinant of ATA being zero): there are in that case infi-
117nitely many models that satisfy the data within the mea-
118surement uncertainty and one needs to regularize the
119solution. This can be done by choosing the solution that
120minimizes a weighted penalty of w2, model norm and
121model roughness, by strongly truncating a development
122in spherical harmonics, or by choosing the sparsest
123decomposition in wavelets that still satisfies the data. This
124generally involves a subjective choice between the degree
125of detail one allows in a model and the goodness of fit to
126the data. Generally, one aims for a w2 approximately equal
127to the number of data N – in other words, one attempts to
128fit the data at the level of about one standard deviation.
129Invariably, a trade-off exists between the detail allowed
130in the model and the statistical precision with which the
131model parameters can be determined: the sharper the
132detail, the more uncertain the mk.
133Regularization can also be done in a fundamentally dif-
134ferent way by inverting for local averages in dsðrÞ that can
135be estimated linearly from the data with a specified vari-
136ance, though this can only be done at the expense of
137a significant increase in computing time (Backus-Gilbert
138Theory). In this case the trade-off is between the size of
139the averaging volume and the model variance: averages
140over larger volumes are determined with smaller statistical
141uncertainty.
142Whatever method is used, the system (Equation 4) may
143be very large (e.g., 106 data for 105 unknown model
144parameters). Local parameterizations (cells, as opposed
145to spherical harmonics) render A sparse, and the system
146can be solved efficiently using iterative solvers that adapt
147to sparse matrices, such as LSQR.

148Normal modes and surface waves
149The eigenfrequencies nom

‘ of the Earth are characterized
150by three quantum numbers ‘;m and n, related to the num-
151ber of nodal surfaces in the displacement field of the Earth
152with latitude, longitude and depth, respectively. For a non-
153rotating, isotropic, spherically symmetric Earth the
154spectrum is degenerate in the sense that the frequency is
155independent of the azimuthal order m. For the real Earth,
156a weak dependence on m splits each eigenfrequency into
1572‘þ 1 separate frequencies that are too closely spaced to
158be resolvable except for the very lowest angular order ‘.
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159 Instead, a composite spectral line or “multiplet” is
160 observed with a peak that depends on the location of the
161 seismic station – a direct consequence of the fact that the
162 2‘þ 1 single peaks have amplitudes that depend on geo-
163 graphical location by virtue of their spherical harmonic
164 dependence on latitude and longitude.
165 Two major strategies exist to exploit the small fluctua-
166 tions in the spectrum. Decomposing the free oscillation
167 into surface waves traveling in opposite directions, ray
168 theory may be used to establish a linear relationship
169 between the heterogeneity along the great circle between
170 source and receiver and the observed peak shift in the
171 spectral line. At higher frequency we separate single pas-
172 sages of the surface wave and exploit the linear relation-
173 ship between fluctuations in the observed phase velocity
174 and the Earth’s heterogeneity. In both cases, the relation-
175 ship between the Earth’s heterogeneity and the observed
176 datum is a two-dimensional integral along the great circle
177 of the form:

do ¼
Z a

0

Z
gc
KðrÞdsðrÞdsdr; (7)

178 where the kernel K(r) is computed using first order pertur-
179 bation theory of the differential equations governing the
180 Earth’s free oscillations.
181 Alternatively, we may exploit the known distribution of
182 amplitudes of single peaks over the surface of the Earth to
183 invert for the location of these peaks (“mode splitting”).
184 The small frequency shifts dom are themselves the eigen-
185 values of a splitting matrix H of which the elements are
186 linearly related to the variation of density and elastic
187 parameters in the Earth. We can estimate H from the seis-
188 mic data using autoregressive filtering techniques. This
189 way we avoid any ray-theoretical approximations and
190 obtain a three-dimensional integral constraint that can be
191 used to solve for the large-scale variations in the Earth’s
192 density and elastic properties.

193 Finite-frequency tomography
194 Modern, broadband digital instrumentation allows for
195 a robust estimation of the delay of an observed seismic
196 wave s1ðtÞ with respect to a theoretically predicted (“syn-
197 thetic”) waveform s2ðtÞ or with respect to the same phase
198 observed elsewhere, by locating the maximum in the
199 cross-correlation CðtÞ between the two signals:

dT ¼ arg max
t2½t1;t2�

CðtÞ;

CðtÞ ¼
Z t2

t1
s1ðtÞs2ðt� tÞ dt ;

(8)

200 where the integration interval ðt1; t2Þ extends over all
201 times where the integrand is nonzero. The cross-
202 correlation delay is thus fundamentally different from the
203 delay measured by picking the onset of s1ðtÞ, because it
204 represents an integral measure over a time window that

205is at least as long as the dominant period of s1ðtÞ. Hetero-
206geneities inside the Earth may influence the integral by
207scattering waves in the direction of the recording station
208that arrive within the time window. The most serious con-
209sequence is that energy may diffract around a small het-
210erogeneity, thus masking or dominating the slower or
211faster arrival that has crossed the heterogeneity. This phe-
212nomenon of “wavefront healing” biases observed delay
213times to zero, especially if the anomaly is located at some
214distance from the source and receiver.
215Taking wave diffraction into account leads to a three-
216dimensional integral constraint of the form:

dT ¼
Z
V
KðrÞdsðrÞd3r ; (9)

217where the kernel K(r) can be efficiently calculated using
218ray theory for scattered waves. The effective volume of
219integration V is roughly equivalent to that of the Fresnel
220zone of the ray, where the sensitivity is largest. An exam-
221ple of a finite-frequency kernel is shown in Figure 2.
222Remarkably, the cross-correlation travel time is insensi-
223tive to perturbations in the Earth’s properties at the loca-
224tion of the ray path. Because of this hole in the
225sensitivity and their general shape, finite-frequency ker-
226nels are often referred to as “banana-doughnut” kernels.
227Numerical tests have shown that the finite-frequency ker-
228nels accurately model the loss of signal caused by
229“wavefront healing,” the gradual reduction of a delay
230caused by waves diffracting around a small heterogeneity.
231By estimating delays in different frequency bands, one
232gains information about the size of the heterogeneity in
233the Earth.
234Though finite-frequency kernels were initially pro-
235posed to provide a better theoretical modeling of long-
236period signals affected by wavefront healing, they offer
237the advantage of being able to model the healing as
238a function of frequency, and thus obtain independent
239information on the size of the heterogeneity. Such “multi-
240ple-frequency” tomography may significantly increase
241resolution (Sigloch et al., 2008). Finite-frequency sensi-
242tivity can also be formulated for the amplitude perturba-
243tions caused by attenuation and by focusing/defocusing
244(focusing cannot be handled with ray theory because ray
245theory does not model amplitudes correctly at low fre-
246quency and is very nonlinear at high frequency).
247Instead of inverting for a cross-correlation delay or an
248amplitude perturbation, one can formulate a 3D sensitivity
249directly for the observed time series, though this has the
250disadvantage that the observed and predicted waveforms
251have to be close enough in phase that the phase difference
252can be adequately modeled by adding a small perturbation
253to the waveform itself (in fact modeling eij � 1þ ij).
254This limits the inversion to waveforms with small time
255mismatches, in contrast to the delays estimated through
256(Equation 8), which remain linear for large anomalies.
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257 All types of data – delays, amplitudes and waveform
258 mismatches – can be iteratively inverted using an adjoint
259 approach, in which the best fitting model is sought along
260 the gradient rmw2 (Tromp et al., 2005), e.g., for delay
261 times scaled to unit variance:

rmw2 ¼ AT ðAm� dTÞ (10)

262 For waveforms, the matrix A is in this case the matrix
263 representation of a finite-difference or spectral-element
264 algorithm that produces the predicted seismograms and AT

265 is the adjoint operator that projects the seismograms back
266 in time. Since this allows one to backproject all residual
267 seismograms for one earthquake with only one calculation,
268 and since only the product of the adjoint matrix and the
269 residual data vector is needed, this allows us to avoid
270 computing the partial derivatives separately for each datum
271 dTi with respect to each model parameter mk. The adjoint
272 approach has some advantages over a direct matrix
273 inversion for large-scale problems, in particular those with
274 few sources and many stations, because it does not require
275 the storage of a large matrix, which is especially important
276 for waveform inversions.

277 Summary
278 The equations of seismic tomography are integral equa-
279 tions; the observations are weighted averages of the prop-
280 erties of the Earth (Equation 9). Though often treated as
281 line integrals, assuming ray theory is valid, even a 1 Hz
282 P wave senses a volume or Fresnel zone inside the Earth
283 that is several hundred kilometers wide. The inversion of
284 integral equations demands care to avoid that noise (errors
285 in the data) is interpreted as small differences in such aver-
286 ages which may require large spatial variations in the
287 Earth’s properties. This imposes a fundamental limitation
288 to the resolving power of seismic waves that even finite-
289 frequency theory cannot completely avoid. The theoreti-
290 cally best available horizontal resolution, using the highest

291observable seismic frequencies, is of the order of hundred
292kilometers in the lower mantle. In practice, this lower limit
293is not yet reached because of the limited coverage of the
294Earth’s surface with seismic stations. On land, the cover-
295age can be improved markedly using temporary deploy-
296ments of seismic arrays, but this is much more difficult
297and expensive to do in the oceanic domain. Major
298improvements on a global scale are therefore to be
299expected only if we solve the problem of oceanic
300seismometry.
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Seismic Tomography, Figure 1 Examples of raypaths for
a P wave in an equatorial cross-section from a hypothetical
earthquake at a depth of 248 km located at 0�N, 150�E.
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Seismic Tomography, Figure 2 The sensitivity of the cross-
correlation time to the earth structure, for a long-period P wave
from a surface source at 0�N, 120�E, recorded at a distance of
60�. The kernel is plotted in an equatorial cross-section of the
mantle, the grayscale runs from large negative values (black) to
positive (white). The sensitivity is zero at the location of the
geometrical raypath, forming a “doughnut hole” in the banana-
shaped kernel.
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